Discovery of aminopiperidine-based Smac mimetics as IAP antagonists.
A series of structurally unique Smac mimetics that act as antagonists of inhibitor of apoptosis proteins (IAPs) has been discovered. While most previously described Smac mimetics contain the proline ring (or a similar cyclic motif) found in Smac, a key feature of the compounds described herein is that this ring has been removed. Despite this, compounds in this series potently bind to cIAP1 and elicit the expected phenotype of cIAP1 inhibition in cancer cells. Marked selectivity for cIAP1 over XIAP is observed for these compounds, which is attributed to a slight difference in the binding groove between the two proteins and the resulting steric interactions with the inhibitors. XIAP binding can be improved by constraining the inhibitor so that these unfavorable steric interactions are minimized.